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Klipsch to Debut Series of Smart and Active Noise Cancelling
Headphones at CES 2020
Indianapolis, Ind. (January 2, 2020) — Klipsch®, a tech-driven audio company, is pleased to
announce that it will showcase a new lineup of true wireless and over-ear headphones with
active noise cancelling (ANC) technology at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2020. All
five highly anticipated Klipsch headphones are designed for True Comfort™ and deliver
audiophile-grade sound, seamless connectivity and advanced functionality for people on the go.
Klipsch is debuting the next evolution of true wireless with the Klipsch T10 and T5 True
Wireless smart earphones. These smart, powerful and revolutionary models include a built-in
operating system with embedded artificial intelligence and are controlled using advanced
gestures, freeing a person’s hands to seamlessly accomplish tasks on the go. They are capable
of high-quality audio, voice control, and telephony with dual-microphone active noise
cancellation.
•

•

The Klipsch T10 True Wireless smart earphones, powered by EAR Micro, are
significantly smaller and lighter than other true wireless earphones on the market today.
They utilize the same high-clarity balanced armature as the award-winning Klipsch X10i
earphones for increased dynamics and output. Available Fall 2020, US MSRP $649.
The T5 True Wireless ANC smart earphones feature an enhanced, ergonomic design
with an optimized signal boost antenna to ensure a high-quality, seamless Bluetooth ®
wireless technology connection. Its sleek, polished chrome wireless charging case holds
up to an additional 24 hours of battery life for a maximum of 32 hours of total use.
Available Fall 2020, US MSRP $299.

Klipsch Over Ear Active Noise Cancelling headphones offer all-day comfort from their ultraplush memory foam earpads and lightweight design. They provide a soundscape of calm for any
journey with state-of-the-art ANC technology, seamless Bluetooth ® wireless technology
connectivity, transparency mode, 30 hours of battery life, and FlightCase™ with pockets for
travel essentials and convenient charging. Available Fall 2020, US MSRP $399.
New Klipsch T5 True Wireless Sport earphones are designed to stay dry and in place
through anything life throws at them. The rugged earphones and case are dust and water-tight
(rated IP67), and the case features a unique moisture removal system and wireless charging.
The T5 Sport True Wireless earphones include three sizes of no-budge ear wings to ensure
they stay securely in your ears, while patented Klipsch oval ear tips and pressure relief memory
foam ear tips deliver a customized and comfortable fit. Available Summer 2020, US MSRP
$229.

The Klipsch T5 II True Wireless earphones are the second generation of its acclaimed T5
predecessor. The earphones have been updated for maximum comfort by minimizing the ear
bud and nozzle, and now includes six pairs of Klipsch patented oval ear tips for the perfect fit
and seal. A new signal boost antenna delivers a high-quality, seamless Bluetooth® wireless
technology connection. The earphones are dust and waterproof and fit into a slimmer premium
brushed metal case that holds up to 24 hours of battery life. Available Summer 2020, MSRP
$199.
The Klipsch Connect App works with Klipsch true wireless headphones, allowing users to
personalize their experience by adjusting EQ settings, getting firmware upgrades,
troubleshooting and customer support, monitoring battery levels, and much more.
These new Klipsch headphones will be on display in the Klipsch booth (#13506, Central Hall,
Las Vegas Convention Center) during CES 2020. To learn more about the Klipsch brand and its
products, visit Klipsch.com/CES.
###
About Klipsch Audio
In 1946 Paul W. Klipsch, inventor, acoustics pioneer and maverick, founded Klipsch Audio with
the sole purpose of bringing the power, detail and emotion of the live music experience into his
living room. Through the use of highly efficient speaker designs, handcrafted cabinetry and a
thirst for real engineering breakthroughs – Klipsch, the great American loudspeaker company,
was born in Hope, AR. Today, our diverse range of quality audio products includes speakers
and headphones for almost any consumer and professional application – including cinema,
whole-house, wireless, home theater and portable offerings. Honoring our founder’s legacy,
Klipsch continues to be the legendary high-performance brand of choice for audiophiles and
aficionados around the world. We are the Keepers of the Sound ®. “Klipsch® is a trademark of
Klipsch Group, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Klipsch Group, Inc. is a VOXX
International Company (NASDAQ: VOXX).
The Bluetooth® word mark is a registered trademark owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use
of such mark by Klipsch Group, Inc. is under license.
About EAR Micro
Ear Micro creates game changing technology that powers next-generation hearable platforms in
astonishingly tiny form factors, with maximum power efficiency. Put simply, we produce the
smallest, most intelligent and best sounding hearable technology.

